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Abstract

We present an algorithm for computing shortest paths
and distances from a single generalized source (point,
segment, polygonal chain or polygon) to any query
point on a possibly non-convex polyhedral surface.
The algorithm also handles the case in which polygo-
nal chain or polygon obstacles on the polyhedral sur-
face are allowed. Moreover, it easily extends to the
case of several generalized sources to compute the
(implicitly represented) Voronoi diagram of a set of
generalized sites on the polyhedral surface.

1 Introduction

Computing shortest paths on polyhedral surfaces is
a fundamental problem in computational geometry
with important applications in computer graphics,
robotics and geographical information systems [5].

Let P be a, possibly non-convex, polyhedral surface
represented as a mesh consisting of n triangular faces.
The single point source shortest path problem consists
on finding a shortest path in the Euclidean metric
from a source point to any target point such that the
path stays on P.

Mitchell et al. [4] present an algorithm for solving
the single point source shortest path problem by de-
veloping a ”continuous Dijkstra” method which prop-
agates distances from the source to the rest of P. The
algorithm constructs a data structure that implicitly
encodes the shortest paths from a given source point
to all other points of P in O(n2 log n) time. The struc-
ture allows single-source shortest path queries, where
the length of the path and the actual path can be re-
ported in O(log n) and O(log n+k) time respectively,
k is the number of mesh edges crossed by the path.
Different improvements of this algorithm have been
proposed. In [6] a simple way to implement the algo-
rithm is described and shown to run much faster on
most polyhedral surfaces than the O(n2 log n) theo-
retical worst case time. In [1], Chen and Han, using a
rather different approach improved this to an O(n2)
time algorithm. Their algorithm constructs a search
tree and works by unfolding the facets of the polyhe-
dral surface. The algorithm also answers single-source
shortest path queries in O(log n + k) time. In [2],
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Kaneva and O’Rourke implemented Chen and Han’s
algorithm and reported that the implementation is
difficult for non-convex polyhedral surfaces and that
memory size is a limiting factor of the algorithm. In
[3], Kapoor presented an algorithm following ”con-
tinuous Dijkstra” paradigm that computes a short-
est path from a source point to a target point in
O(n log2 n) time. The difficulties of such an algorithm
make complicated its implementation.

In this paper we present an algorithm for com-
puting exact shortest paths, and consequently dis-
tances, from single generalized sources (points, seg-
ments, polygonal chains or polygonal regions) on a
possibly non-convex polyhedral surface represented as
a triangular mesh. We also study the case in which
obstacles represented by polygonal chains or poly-
gons on the polyhedral surface are allowed. The al-
gorithm easily extends to the case of several gener-
alized sources and gives an implicit representation of
the Voronoi diagram of a set of generalized sites on the
polyhedral surface. Our algorithm extends the ideas
developed in [6] for the efficient implementation of the
algorithm of Mitchell et al. to the general source case.

2 Previous Work

The shortest path distance function defined by a
source point p on P is a function Dp such that for
any point q ∈ P, Dp(q) is the Euclidean length of
the shortest path along P from q back to point p. A
geodesic is a path that is locally a shortest path, thus,
shortest paths are all geodesics, but the converse need
not hold. Geodesics on non-convex triangulated sur-
faces have the following characterization [4]: 1) in the
interior of a triangle the shortest path is a straight
line; 2) when crossing an edge a shortest path corre-
sponds to a straight line if the two adjacent triangles
are unfolded into a common plane; 3) shortest paths
can go through a vertex if and only if it is a boundary
vertex or its total angle is at least 2π (saddle vertex).
The basic idea of the algorithm of Mitchell et al. [4]
for solving the shortest path problem from a mesh
vertex v, as implemented by Surazhsky et al. [6], is
to track together groups of shortest paths by parti-
tioning each triangle edge into a set of intervals (win-
dows) so that all shortest paths that cross a window
can be encoded locally using a parameterization of
the distance function Dv. After an initialization step,
where windows encoding Dv in the edges of the tri-
angles containing v are created, the distance function
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is propagated across mesh triangles in a ”continuous
Dijkstra” fashion by repeatedly using a window prop-
agation process. A complete intrinsic representation
of Dv is obtained when the propagation process ends.
From this representation the shortest path from any
point q to the vertex source v is computed by using a
”backtracing” algorithm.

3 Exact Generalized Shortest Paths Computation

From now on, a generalized source s on P refers to
a point, segment, polygonal chain or polygon. The
shortest path distance function defined by a gener-
alized source s is a function Ds such that for any
point q ∈ P, Ds(q) is the length of the shortest path
from q back to source s. Since Ds(q) = minp∈sDq(p),
the shortest path from the generalized source s to
any point destination q has the same characteriza-
tion as the shortest path between two points that we
described previously. Notice that if s′ is a subsegment
of a generalized source s contained in a triangle t of
P, the part of a shortest path interior to t starting at
an interior point of s′ is orthogonal to s′.

3.1 Point Source

For a punctual source p contained in a triangle t we
basically use the algorithm developed in [6] for a ver-
tex source with only a few changes in the initialization
step. When p is interior to t we create windows encod-
ing the distance function on the edges of t. If p is on
an edge e of t and possibly another triangle t′, we cre-
ate: two windows on e going from p to each endpoint
of e, respectively; windows on the remaining edges of
t and possibly the edges of t′.

3.2 Segment Source

To compute the distance function Ds for a segment
source s, as is done in the case of a source point, we
track together groups of geodesic paths by partition-
ing the edges of P into windows. Geodesic paths that
cross a window go through the same triangles and
bend at the same vertices of P. In the initialization
step, windows defining Ds in the triangle(s) contain-
ing s are created. Then the distance field is propa-
gated across triangles in a Dijkstra-like sweep in such
a way that over each window, Ds can be represented
compactly using an appropriate parameterization.

3.2.1 Distance Function Codification

Consider a shortest path from the source segment s
to some point q on an edge e, and let us assume that
this path does not bend at any mesh vertex. When all
the triangles intersecting the path are unfolded in a
common plane, the path forms a straight line. The set
of neighboring points of q on e whose shortest paths
back to s pass through the same sequence of triangles
form: a) a pencil of rays emanating from an endpoint
of s; b) a pencil of orthogonal rays emanating from the
interior of s (see Figure 1). In both cases we represent

the group of shortest paths over a window of the edge
e.

Suppose now that the shortest path from p ∈ s to
q bends on one or more vertices on its way to the
source s, and let v be the nearest such vertex to q.
Again, consider the set of neighboring points on e
whose shortest paths back to v go through the same
strip of triangles. In the unfolding of the strip between
e and v, these shortest paths will form a pencil of rays
emanating from the pseudosource vertex v, as seen
in Figure 1. As before, we represent this group of
shortest paths over a window on the edge e.

a) b)

Figure 1: An unfolded strip of triangles with: a) a seg-

ment source; b) a polygonal chain source.

Windows representing a group of geodesics emanat-
ing from a punctual source p (an endpoint of s or a
mesh pseudosource vertex) are called p-windows, and
windows representing a group of geodesics emanating
from interior points of s are called s-windows.

p-windows

Following the strategy of Surazhsky et al. [6], the
group of geodesics associated to a p-window w orig-
inated on a point p (an endpoint of s or a pseu-
dosource vertex) is locally encoded by using a 6-tuple
(b0, b1, d0, d1, σ, τ). Where b0, b1 ∈ [0, |e|] measure the
Euclidian distance from the endpoints of w to the ori-
gin of e (the lexicographically smallest endpoint of e).
Distances d0 and d1 measure the Euclidean distance
from the endpoints of w to p, direction τ specifies the
side of e on which p lies, and σ gives the distance
from p to s. From the 6-tuple (b0, b1, d0, d1, σ, τ) it
is easy to position the source p and to recover the
distance function within w. It is done by considering
the planar unfolding adjacent to e in the rectangular
coordinate system Se that aligns e with the x-axis as
it is shown in Figure 2 a.

s-windows

The group of geodesics associated to an s-window w
is locally encoded by using a 5-tuple (b0, b1, d0, d1, φ).
Where b0, b1 ∈ [0, |e|] are the distances of the end-
points of w to the origin of e, d0 and d1 mea-
sure the distance of the endpoints of w to s, finally
the angle determined by e and the rays emanating
from s is stored in φ ∈ [0, 2π]. From the 5-tuple
(b0, b1, d0, d1, φ) it is easy to position the part s′ of
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s from which geodesics to w emanate (the visible part
of s through the unfolding). Again it is done by con-
sidering the planar unfolding adjacent to e in the rect-
angular coordinate system Se that aligns e with the
x-axis as it is shown in Figure 2 b. Notice that we do
not need d1 to position s′ but it is useful in order to
obtain the distance function within w.

a) b)
Figure 2: The source s is positioned using the information

stored in a: a) p-window, b) s-window.

3.2.2 Window Propagation
We propagate the distance function Ds encoded in a
window on an edge e to the next adjacent triangle t by
creating new (potential) windows on the two opposing
edges of t. They are potential windows because they
may overlap previously computed windows. Conse-
quently, we must intersect the potential window with
previous windows and determine the combined mini-
mum distance function.

Given a p-window or s-window w on an edge e,
we propagate Ds by computing how the pencil of
straight rays representing geodesics associated to w
extends across one more unfolded triangle t adjacent
to e. New potential windows can be created on the
opposing edges of t (see Figures 3 a and 3 b). To en-
code Ds in a new potential window e′ first, we obtain
the position of the source in the coordinate system
Se′ . Then, we consider the rays emanating from the
source through the endpoints of w to determine the
new window interval [b′0, b

′
1] on e′. New distances d′0

and d′1 from the window endpoints to the source are
computed. For p-windows σ′ does not change, and
for s-windows the angle φ′ is the angle defined by
the rays and edge e′. When the window w is adja-
cent to a boundary or saddle vertex v, geodesics may
go through it. Vertex v is a new pseudosource and
generates new potential p-windows with σ′ given by
d0(d0 + σ) or d1(d1 + σ) for s-windows(p-windows)
(see vertex v of Figure 3 c).

a) b) c)
Figure 3: Examples of s-window propagation resulting in

a: a) new single window, b) two new windows, c) a new

single window and a pseudosource vertex v.

After the propagation, each new potential window

w′ on edge e′ may overlap with previously created
windows. Let w be a previously created window which
overlaps with w′, notice that both w and w′ can be
either s-windows or p-windows. We have to decide
which window defines the minimal distance on the
overlapped subsegment δ = [b0, b1] ∩ [b′0, b

′
1]. To cor-

rectly obtain the windows we have to compute the
point ξ in δ where the two distance functions coin-
cide. We are discarding the geodesics encoded in w
and w′ that cannot be shortest paths.

In order to obtain ξ, we define the rectangular co-
ordinate system Se′ that aligns e′ with the x-axis in
the planar unfolding adjacent to e′. When w and w′

are:

• p-windows: we obtain the position of their pseu-
dosources v and v′ in Se′ and solve the equation
|v − p|+ σ = |v′ − p|+ σ′, as it is done in [6].

• an s-window and a p-window: we obtain the po-
sition of the segment source s and pseudosource
v on Se′ , and solve d(s, p) = |v − p| + σ′, where
d(s, p) is the Euclidean distance from p to s.

• s-windows: we obtain the position of both seg-
ment sources s and s′ in Se′ and solve the equa-
tion d(s, p) = d(s′, p).

In all three cases the resulting equation has a single
solution.

3.2.3 Continuous Dijkstra
The algorithm uses a Dijkstra-like propagation strat-
egy. In the initialization step, we create windows en-
coding the distance function on the edges of the trian-
gle(s) containing the segment source s. Those points
closer to points in the interior of the segment source
are contained in s-windows. On the other hand, those
points whose closest point of s is an endpoint of s are
contained in p-windows. When windows are created,
they are stored in a priority queue which contains
both s-windows and p-windows. Windows are stored
by increasing distance to the source. The minimum
distance from an s-window to source s is min(d0, d1).
For p-windows we use min(d0, d1)+σ as weight in the
priority queue, although it may not be the minimal
distance. It can be done because the obtained solu-
tion does not depend on the order in which windows
are removed from the queue. However, this weight
yields good experimental results according to [6].

The first window of the priority queue is selected,
deleted and propagated. Next, overlays are checked,
intersections are computed and the new windows are
added to the priority queue. Notice that when there
is an overlay, windows may be modified or deleted and
the priority queue has to be updated accordingly.

3.3 Polygonal Sources
The distance function defined by a polygonal chain
is obtained by simultaneously considering all the seg-
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ments of the polygonal chain in the initialization step.
For each segment s of the polygonal chain we create
potential s-windows in the face(s) containing s and for
each vertex we create potential p-windows. We han-
dle one segment/point after the other and the new
potential windows are intersected with the already
created ones to ensure that they define the actual dis-
tance function. The other parts of the algorithm do
not need changes. The distance function defined by
a polygonal region r, a connected region of P whose
boundary is a closed polygonal chain, is the distance
function of its boundary in the complementary of r,
and is 0 in the interior of r. We compute the distance
function produced by its boundary polygonal chain
creating, in the initialization step, windows only in
the complementary of r.

4 Shortest Paths With Polygonal Obstacles.

Given a triangulated non-convex polyhedral surface P
(which may represent a terrain) we consider some ob-
stacles modeled as polygonal chains or polygonal re-
gions (which may represent rivers, lakes, etc). Paths
cannot traverse the polygonal obstacles, however, we
let paths go along them. Now, geodesic paths can go
through a vertex not only if it is a saddle or bound-
ary vertex but also when it is an obstacle vertex. To
compute shortest paths we only need to make some
modifications in the window propagation process. On
the one hand, windows on an obstacle edge are not
propagated. On the other, obstacle vertices are new
pseudosource vertices regardless of their total angle.

5 Shortest Path Construction

When the propagation of the distance field has fin-
ished, the shortest path from any point q on a face f
to the source can be obtained by using a backtracing
technique similar to the one described in [6]. First,
the window w′ on the edges of f defining the mini-
mum distance to q is chosen. The distance to q given
by a window w is dw(q) = dw(q′)+ |q−q′| with q′ ∈ w
the closest point to q and dw the distance function
generated by w. From w′, we jump to the adjacent
face f ′ by using the direction τ when w′ is a p-window
or the angle φ when w′ is an s-window. We keep on
jumping to the adjacent face until we get s.

6 The Case of Several Generalized Sources

The algorithm extends naturally to the case of sev-
eral generalized sources. In this case we obtain a gen-
eralized distance function, which for any point gives
the shortest path distance to its nearest source. It is
only necessary to change the initialization step where
we generate windows for each single source and store
them in a unique priority-queue. Thus, we propa-
gate the distance field defined by each single source
simultaneously. We automatically obtain a codifica-
tion of the generalized distance function that yields

an implicit representation of the Voronoi diagram of
the set of generalized sources.

7 Complexity analysis

Let D be the distance function for a set of generalized
sources on a non-convex polyhedral surface P with
polygonal obstacles represented as a mesh consisting
of n triangles. It can be proven, following the discus-
sion given in [4], that D can be intrinsically obtained
in O(N2 log N) time and O(N2) space, where N is
the maximum of n and the total number of segments
conforming the generalized sources.

A distance query reporting the length of the short-
est path from a point of P to its nearest source, can
be solved by standard methods in O(log N) time. Fi-
nally, the shortest path can be obtained in additional
O(k) time, when the path crosses k triangles.

8 Final Comments

We are finishing the implementation of the algorithm
for the special case of polyhedral terrains. We ex-
pect that in practice the algorithm will run in sub-
quadratic time as in [6]. We are also designing an
algorithm to obtain an explicit representation of the
Voronoi diagram of a set of generalized sources on the
polyhedral surface that is heavily based on the algo-
rithm that computes generalized distance functions.

Finally, we want to mention that the algorithm of
Chen and Han can also be adapted to support gener-
alized sources without increasing the time and storage
complexity of the original algorithm because the ”one
angle one split” observation holds. We have chosen to
follow Surazhsky et al. strategy because of its easier
implementation and good performance in practice.
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